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ABSTRACT

The effect of in vivo ethanol exposure on meiotic 

chromosome segregation and pairing was studied in the male 

Chinese hamster by cytogenetic analysis. Chinese hamsters 

received single 1.5ml doses of 12.5% or 25% ethanol by in- 

tragastric intubation. Meiotic preparations from testes 

were made at various times 3.5-24.0 hrs after intubation. 

Slides were subsequently scored for aneuploidy at spermato- 

gonial metaphase and meiotic metaphase II (Mil), and univa

lent formation at meiotic metaphase I (Ml). The results in

dicate that alcohol did not induce aneuploidy in secondary 

spermatocytes, and univalence in primary spermatocytes was 

not significantly different from that found in controls.

The effects on spermatogonia are inconclusive.

A second set of male Chinese hamsters were used to test 

the effect of ethanol on spermatogenesis after prolonged ex

posure. These animals received daily doses of 1.5mls of 

12.5% ethanol for 13 or 16 days. No aneuploidy was observed, 

as determined by the absence of hyperploid counts among the 

MI and Mil spreads scored.

These results are contrary to recent studies in the 

mouse which have shown that alcohol can, apparently, induce 

aneuploidy during female and possibly male meiotic divisions,
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It is concluded that, at least for the male Chinese hamster, 

ethanol does not induce aneuploidy during spermatogenesis. 

Comparison of the findings in the mouse with those of the 

present study suggests that the principle of ethanol induc-

• tion of aneuploidy in laboratory rodents may not necessarily

be applicable to man.
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INTRODUCTION

That alcohol has adverse effects on human reproduction 

has been well- documented. According to Arlitt and Wells 

(1917), correlations between male alcoholism and testicular 

anomalies have been reported as far back as 1837. Anderson 

et al. (1978) note that sexual impotence and infertility in 

chronic male alcoholics is a phenomenon that has been recog

nized for many years. Anderson et al. (1978) conducted ex

periments on mice showing a relationship between reduced 

litter sizes and paternal alcohol intake. The mechanism(s) 

by which alcohol produces these effects are unclear.

Alcohol is also known to be especially harmful during 

pregnancy. The teratogenic and embryotoxic effects of eth

anol in utero have been reported by many authors (e.g.,

Brown 1979, Giknis and Damjanov 1980, Randall and Taylor 

1979, Sulik and Johnston 1983, Webster et al. 1980). Alco

hol consumption during pregnancy is also known to increase 

the risk of spontaneous abortion (Harlap and Shiono 1980, 

Kline et al. 1980) and perinatal mortality (Jones et al. 

1974).

In conjunction with the former, it is known that most 

aneuploid fetuses are spontaneously aborted (Bond and
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Ghandley 1985,pp.4-22). In turn, up to 61% of spontaneous 

abortuses are chromosomally abnormal (Boue et al. 1975). 

Furthermore, although the risk of having children with 

trisomy 21 (phenotypically Down syndrome), the most common 

viable human aneuploidy, increases with maternal age (re

viewed in Bond and Chandley 1983, pp.62-7), most Down syn

drome fetuses are born to relatively young mothers (Huether 

and Gumere 1982, Magenis et al. 1977). The factors influ

encing aneuploidy in these younger mothers is unknown. 

Finally, although most human aneuploidy is derived from ma

ternal meiotic errors, there is also a significant paternal 

contribution to human viable aneuploidy (Magenis et al. 1977, 

Mikkelsen et al. 1980). Again, the factors involved in these 

paternally derived cases are not understood.

Whether alcohol-induced aneuploidy contributes to 

above relationships is unknown, but recent studies in the 

female mouse by Kaufman (1983) and Kaufman and Bain (1984) 

indicate that alcohol can induce aneuploidy in germ cells.

In the male mouse, Alvarez (1985) claims there is a similar 

induction of aneuploidy with long-term (weeks) ingestion of 

alcohol. Because of the widespread use of alcohol in society 

today, these findings need to be pursued. However, in the 

mouse, accurate chromosome counts at Mil (presumptive aneu

ploidy induced at Ml) are very difficult because of the chro

mosome morphology. Therefore, it is important to examine

this question of aneuploidy induced during spermatogenesis
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in an animal in which counts and morphology are unequivocal. 

For this purpose, the Chinese hamster (Cricetulus griseus) 

was chosen (figures 1-3). The specific aim of the present 

study was to determine if alcohol can induce numerical ab

normalities during meiosis in male Chinese hamsters. The re

sults of such a study could provide information as to the de 

gree that alcohol-induced aneuploidy in non-human mammals 

can by applied to man.



Pig. 1. Normal karyotype of the Chinese hamster (Cricet
ulus griseus). Group classification: group A: 1,2; group 
B: 3,4,X,Y; group C: 5,6,7; group D: 8,9,10 (Hamerton 1976) 
Note how easily each group can be distinguished from the 
others by simple morphological variations.
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Pig. 2. Normal metaphase preparations of Chinese hamster 
meiosis. Preparations on the left are stained with giemsa 
while those on the right are GTG- banded. A,B. spermato-

• gonial metaphase; C,D. metaphase I; E,F. metaphase II.
Note: at Mil (E,F) there are clearly 11 chromosomes.
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Pig. 3. Mouse meiosis. A. spermatogonial metaphase;
B. pachytene; C. metaphase I; L. prometaphase II; E. 
metaphase II; P. spermatids. It is obvious from D and 
E that Mil counts would be difficult in the mouse com
pared to the Chinese hamster. This is because of the 
greater haploid number in the mouse (N=20) and the acro
centric morphology of all of the mouse chromosomes (where 
the position of the centromere and, therefore, the chro
mosome count, is difficult to determine).
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Alcohol

Effects on male reproduction.

The effects of alcohol on male reproduction have been 

studied for many years. According to Anderson et al.(l978), 

associations between chronic male alcoholism and infertility 

and sexual impotence have long been recognized. Arlitt and 

Wells(l917) provided an excellent review of the findings 

from the 19th and early 20th centuries. According to these 

authors, dating back to 1837, Rosch noted signs of degen

eration in the testicles of male alcoholics, and Lancereaux 

described "parenchymatous degeneration of the seminal tub

ules". Schlemmer, in 1877, reported a degeneration of the 

seminal epithelium, reduced sperm count, and seminal pig

mentation in the testes of alcoholics. Azoospermia was a 

frequent finding in studies of alcoholics by Busch in 1882. 

This finding was confirmed in 1898 by Simmonds, who found 

that, of chronic male alcoholics, 60% had no spermatozoa.

• This he thought, probably could not be attributed merely to

occlusion of the seminal tract. Finally, Bertholet, in 

1909, found testicular atrophy to be common among habitual 

drinkers.

7
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In their own study, Arlitt and Wells(1917) fed alcohol 

to male rats in daily doses for two or more months to deter

mine the effects of chronic alcoholism. Their results 

closely parallel the findings in human alcoholics. They 

reported degenerative changes within the seminiferous tu

bules and, in some cases, with the entire testis in general. 

They suggest that alcohol first causes the formation of in

complete spermatozoa. This is followed by an inhibition of 

spermiogenesis (the transformation of spermatids into sper

matozoa), with subsequent degeneration of the spermatids; 

the tubules contain few or no spermatozoa. In the more ad

vanced stages, spermatocytes and spermatids are nearly or 

completely absent. Obviously, there is a possible relation 

between this defective spermatogenesis and the generation of 

abnormal progeny.

Anderson et al.(1978) studied the effect of chronic 

alcohol ingestion on male reproduction in mice. The mice 

were given free access to a liquid nutriment containing 95% 

ethanol for nearly four weeks. The animals were then mated 

with females. There was no difference in copulation or con

ception frequencies between the treated mice and controls, 

but litter size was significantly reduced for those fathered 

by treated mice. Furthermore, the mortality rate for pups 

of ethanol-treated males was increased over that for con

trols
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Alcohol during pregnancy.

A variety of information has been published concerning

• the defects associated with alcohol during pregnancy. Many

of these reports center on alcohol’s role as a teratogen 

and/or embryotoxin. Randall et al.(1979) noted teratogenic 

effects of prenatal ethanol exposure in mice. They found 

dose-related increases of fetal resorptions and congenital 

defects affecting the skeletal, neurological, urogenital, 

and cardiovascular systems. The teratogenicity of acute 

alcohol exposure in mice was investigated by Webster et al. 

(1980), who suggested from their data that binge drinking 

during critical periods of development may contribute to the 

physical features of the fetal alcohol syndrome. Giknis and 

Damjanov(1980), following interperitoneal injections into 

pregnant mice, found that in utero ethanol exposure pro

duced dose related teratogenic and embryotoxic effects. 

Ethanol embryotoxicity was also studied by Brown(1979), who 

reported retarded growth and differentiation in rat embryos 

cultured in the presence of ethanol during organogenesis. 

Sulik and Johnston(1983) reported inducing the typical fea-

$ tures of the fetal alcohol syndrome in mice by acute mater

nal ethanol administration (by interperitoneal injection) 

during the embryonic gastrulation stage. The authors noted 

that these teratogenic effects of alcohol were produced at 

a stage that, in humans, occurs prior to the normal recog

nition of pregnancy.
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Alcohol has also been associated with perinatal mortal 

ity and spontaneous abortion. Jones et al.(1974) observed 

17% perinatal mortality rate among the offspring of women 

with a history of maternal alcoholism. Kline et al.(1980) 

compared the frequency of alcohol consumption in a group of 

women who had spontaneous abortions with a group that de

livered beyond at least 28 weeks (controls). In the first 

group, 17% drank at least twice a week, while only 8.1% of 

the controls drank at least twice a week during pregnancy. 

Thus, they concluded that alcohol consumption during preg

nancy, even in moderate amounts, increases the risk of spon 

taneous abortion. These authors believe that alcohol and 

spontaneous abortion are causally related, possibly by alco 

hoi acting as a fetotoxin. It is important to note, how

ever, that in this study, karyotype analysis showed that th 

spontaneous abortions related to alcohol were euploid, and 

not aneuploid conceptuses. Harlap and Shiono(1980) also 

reported an increased risk of miscarriage among maternal 

drinkers; although the risk of first trimester losses did 

not increase significantly, the relative risk of second tri 

mester abortions increased nearly two-fold for women having 

1-2 drinks, and 5.5 times for those having more than three 

drinks daily.
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Aneuploidy

Aneuploidy is a condition in which an organism or a

• cell has a chromosome number that is more or less than an 

exact multiple of the usual haploid number. A trisomic is 

an organism or cell that has one more than the diploid 

number of chromosomes, while a monosomic has one less than 

the diploid number.

Incidence in man.

The literature concerning the incidence of anueploidy 

in man shows a large difference between the estimated rates 

at conception and those in live-born fetuses. This differ

ence is accounted for by the spontaneous abortion or still

birth of the vast majority of aneuploid conceptions.

Direct estimation of aneuploidy levels in human gametes 

is confined only to males because of technical limitations 

in the study of female meiosis (Bond and Chandley 1983,p.4). 

Martin et al.(1983) analyzed the karyotypes of 1000 human 

spermatozoa from 33 normal men by in vitro fertilization of 

golden hamster eggs. They found 5.2% of the sperm to be 

aneuploid, with about half being hyperhaploid and half being
* hypohaploid, as expected for nondisjunction.

Estimates of the frequency of all chromosomal abnormal

ities at conception in humans range from 8% (Alberman and 

Creasy 1977, Kajii et al. 1978) up to 50% (Boue et al. 1975). 

The variations in these estimates are due mainly to the dif-
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erence in the method of calculation. Bond and Chandley 

(1985,pp.7-8) suggest that the figures at the extremes may 

tend to underestimate or overestimate the actual frequency, 

due to the particular assumptions that were made in the 

calculations.. For the lower figures, Bond and Chandley 

state that the possibility of higher frequencies of chromo

somal abnormalities among very early (undetectable) abor

tuses is not taken into account. According to them, Ford’s 

estimate, that 20% of all zygotes are chromosomally abnor

mal, is more realistic because it takes this into account. 

Likewise, Bond and Chandley feel that the 50% figure may be 

inflated due to the assumptions used that all human chromo

some pairs undergo nondisjunction at the same rates, and 

that monosomy X arises mainly as a product of nondisjunc

tion. These authors offer evidence indicating that these 

assumptions may not hold.

Aneuploidy in human spontaneous abortuses has been 

reported in numerous publications. The most commonly cited 

estimate of the incidence of spontaneous abortion is 15% of 

all pregnancies (Bond and Chandley 1985,p.1O). The frequency 

of chromosomally abnormal miscarriages varies widely between 

different surveys. These deviations are due to a number of 

factors, including the small sample size of some reports, 

and selection biases (Creasy et al. 1976). The major selec

tive factor in the calculated rate, however, is the mean

gestational age of the specimens analyzed in the study
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Creasy et al.(1976) found that the incidence of chromosomal 

anomalies decreased as gestational age at expulsion increas

ed. In this study, rough calculations show nearly 50% of 

the abortuses during the first trimester (weeks 8-12) were 

chromosomally abnormal, while only about 20% during the 

second trimester (weeks 13-24) were such. Chromosome ab

normalities in losses occuring before three weeks gestation 

has not been calculated because only specimens lost after 

the first missed menstruation can be collected (Bond and 

Chandley 1983,p.1O).

The data from five studies are summarized in figures 

4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the incidence of chromosomal 

anomalies in spontaneous abortuses, and figure 5 shows the 

percentage of these that are aneuploid. When these data 

are pooled, nearly 50% of the spontaneous abortuses are 

found to be karyotypically abnormal, and, of these, about 

65% are aneuploid. According to Bond and Chandley (1983, 

pp.13-14) aneuploidy makes the single most important con

tribution to all spontaneous miscarriages in man.

Autosomal monosomies are rare among spontaneous abor

tuses. If chromosome loss is excluded, nondisjunction 

would result in equal frequencies of trisomies and mono

somies. The results of Martin et al.(1983) from human sperm 

karyotyping (previously discussed) indicate that nullosomic 

gametes (i.e. gametes which, following union with normal 

gametes from the opposite sex, would produce monosomic

CORETTE LIBRARY
CARROLL COLLEGE



Fig. 4. Frequency of chromosomal abnormalities in spont
aneous abortions.

%

Fig. 5. Frequency of chromosomally abnormal spontaneous 
abortions that are aneuploid.
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embryos) do occur in humans. The general belief, however, 

is that most autosomal monosomic zygotes in humans are lost 

very early, i.e. before recognition of pregnancy (Martin et 

al. 1983, Bond and Chandley 1983,p.14), as is the case in 

the Chinese hamster (Sonta et al. 1984) and the mouse 

(Epstein and Travis 1979, G-ropp et al. 1974).

The real genetic burden of aneuploidy in man is deter

mined by its frequency in live-born fetuses. Chromosomal 

abnormality accounts for about 5% of all stillbirths (Bond 

and Chandley 1983,p.14). Passarge (1970) found chromosome 

aberrations in 5 out of every 1000 newborns. Pooled data 

from 10 laboratories shows that the overall frequency of 

aneuploidy is one in every 318 live births (cited in Bond 

and Chandley 1 983,pp. 1 5-1 7). Obviously, this incidence in 

live-horns is much lower than the estimated frequency of 

aneuploidy at conception, thereby emphasizing the role of 

spontaneous abortion and perinatal mortality in selectively 

eliminating most aneuploid fetuses.

Causes and origins of aneuploidy.

The various cellular defects that lead to aneuploidy 

• are reviewed in Bond and Chandley (1983,pp.28-30). First,

aneuploidy may arise as a result of nonconjunction, an early 

meiotic defect in which homologous chromosomes fail to pair 

or fail to remain paired. This results in univalents which 

may segregate randomly at anaphase I, and thereby generate
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aneuploid cells. Nondisjunction occurs when homologs fail 

to disjoin so that both chromosomes migrate to the same pole 

Another cause of aneuploidy may be defective centromere di

vision, when a centromere of one of the homologs in a bival

ent divides prematurely in the first meiotic division. 

Failure of chromatids to separate at the second meiotic di

vision, resulting in nondisjunction at anaphase II, can also 

produce aneuploid products. In addition, extra replication 

of chromosomes at sometime during meiosis will result in the 

generation of an extra chromosome; this will produce hyper

ploid products without the corresponding hypoploids. Final

ly, the opposite of this might be produced, i.e. the pro

duction of hypoploid without the corresponding hyperploid 

cells, as a result of chromosome loss, so that a chromosome 

fails to be incorporated into a daughter cell; anaphase 

lagging is thought to be the main cause of chromosome loss 

in vivo. It should be noted that nondisjunction, in con

trast to the strict definition given above, can be used 

generally to mean any defect of cell division leading to 

aneuploidy.

Also of significance to the present study is the data 

illustrating the parental origin of aneuploidy. In humans, 

the technique used in tracing the origin of aneuploidy often 

involves detecting characteristic heteromorphisms in meta

phase chromosomes. Bond and Chandley (1983,pp.57-8) de

scribe these heteromorphisms as stable features, often
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including size alterations, heterochromatic staining proper

ties, and chromosomal satellites and their stalks, which 

appear to exist without any effect upon the individual’s 

phenotype.

Using this technique, it has been determined that most 

trisomies are the result of maternal nondisjunction at the 

first meiotic division. Jacobs and Hassold have summarized 

the observations of three independent studies of trisomic 

spontaneous abortions (cited in Bond and Chandley 1983, 

p.58). Of those cases in which parental origin could be 

ascertained, 92% (45 out of 49) were found to be the result 

of maternal nondisjunction, while the remaining 8% (4 out of 

49) were of paternal origin. This correlates strongly with 

a more recent study by Hassold et al.(1984), who obtained 

values of 92.4% (60 out of 65 cases) and 7.6% (5 out of 65 

cases), respectively, for the maternal and paternal origins 

of the extra chromosome in autosomal trisomic spontaneous 

abortions. Prom their results, they concluded that maternal 

nondisjunction at meiosis I was the most likely source of 

the extra chromosome for all the trisomies studied;

trisomies 21 and 13, however, showed an in

creased incidence of paternal origin in comparison to the 

other trisomies. The proportion of cases of trisomy 21 and 

trisomy 13 that were derived from paternal nondisjunction 

were both 22%, while of the remaining trisomies, only 2% 

were of paternal origin.
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Findings in live-born trisomy 21 cases differ somewhat 

from those of spontaneous abortions with regards to the 

origin of the extra chromosome 21, although nondisjunction 

at meiosis I in oogenesis is still, by far, the most common 

cause. Magenis et al.(1977) combined their own findings 

with those of some previous studies and recorded the follow

ing for the origin of the additional chromosome 21: 53% of 

cases were derived from maternal meiosis I, 20% from mater

nal meiosis II, 11% from paternal meiosis I, and 13% from 

paternal meiosis II. This correlates well with the data of 

Hassold et al. (1984) on spontaneous abortuses. Mikkelsen 

et al. (1980) made a comparison of these levels between the 

populations of two Danish islands, one on the rural island 

of Funen, and the other on the more populous island of 

Zealand. For Funen, they reported 60.9% of informative 

trisomy 21 cases as being derived from maternal meiosis I 

errors, 19.6% were from maternal meiosis II, 6.5% from pater 

nal meiosis I, and 4.3% from paternal meiosis II. The infor 

mative cases from Zealand revealed 61.8% due to maternal 

meiosis I, only 8.8% from maternal meiosis II, and 23.5% 

derived from paternal nondisjunction errors (all from pater

nal meiosis I). Mikkelsen et al.(1980) suggested that the 

difference in paternal errors between the two islands (11% 

for Funen; 24% for Zealand) may be attributable to the lower 

maternal age distribution of Zealand, which could cause the 

relative paternal contribution to increase. They also
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suggested, that environmental factors, which may be different 

in Zealand and Punen, might be working to cause nondisjunc

tion.

The fact that the incidence of Down syndrome increases 

with maternal age has been well documented (reviewed in 

Bond and Chandley 1983,pp.62-3). This maternal-age effect 

is present in the autosomal trisomics as a group, although 

it is most pronounced in the smaller chromosomes (Boue et 

al. 1975, Creasy et al. 1976, Hassold et al. 1980).

Although the risk increases with maternal age, most Down 

syndrome children are born to younger mothers (Huether and 

Gummere 1982, Magenis et al. 1977).

Bond and Chandley (1983,pp.63-4) cite a number of 

recent reports suggesting that the mean maternal age in 

Down syndrome is falling. According to them, some research

ers suggest that new environmental factors, in addition to 

maternal age, could be operating here. Some have apparently 

considered the possibility that paternal as well as maternal 

nondisjunction errors are becoming more common, thus contri

buting to this effect.

Incidence in nonhuman mammals.

In their review of studies of spontaneous aneuploidy 

in the germ cells and early cleavage embryos of the mouse 

and other species, Bond and Chandley (1983,p.9O) conclude 

that the level of spontaneous aneuploidy in all nonhuman
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mammals studied doesn’t appear to come close to that found 

in man, and the maternal-age effect, although present in 

some cases, has not been shown to be nearly as strong.

Viable aneuploid types in mammals are found occasion

ally. Sex chromosome aneuploidy has been reported in a 

variety of species, but information on autosomal aneuploids 

is rare, probably because most are spontaneously aborted, 

as is the case in man (Bond and Chandley 1933,p.77). How

ever, Fredga (1968) reported finding a female water vole 

(Arvicola terestris) that was trisomic for the smallest 

autosome. Also, Cattanach (1964) discovered a trisomic male 

mouse thought to have an extra chromosome 16. Aneuploidy, 

mostly involving small translocation chromosomes, has also 

been reported in the mouse by Lyon and Meredith (1966).

It is possible, with the use of a special breeding 

system, to generate specific murine aneuploid types (Gropp 

et al. 1975). Using mice doubly heterozygous for two 

partially homologous Robertsonian metacentric chromosomes, 

many trisomies and several monosomies have been induced. 

Epstein and Travis (1979) found some of the monosomies pro

duced are lost before, while others are lost after implanta

tion. Some trisomies are eliminated early in gestation, 

while others survive at least until birth (Gropp and 

Epstein, cited in Bond and Chandley 1985,p.78).

From studies conducted in animals, it appears that the 

spontaneous level of aneuploidy in gametes is low. The
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measurements of Mil Aneuploidy in laboratory animals from 

several studies are summarized in table 1. Estimates range

* from 0 to 3%, as calculated by doubling the incidence of

byperhaploid cells, in order to obtain an estimate for the 

hypohaploid class which is impossible to distinguish from 

artifactual chromosome loss. An excess of hypoploid over 

hyperploid cells is reported by most of these authors, and 

they generally agree that this excess is due to artifactual 

loss in preparation.

In mice, studies of early and mid-gestation embryos 

reveal an expected decline in aneuploidy levels as gestation 

proceeds. Data collected in five different studies have 

shown the incidence of aneuploidy in one-cell mouse embryos 

to range from 0.4% to 1.9% (reviewed in Bond and Chandley 

1983,p.88). Bond and Chandley (1983,pp.87-8) also cite 

Gosden as reporting 6% aneuploidy for morulae and blasto

cysts, and other authors as recording from 2.8% aneuploidy 

in 6-7 day embryos, to 0% in 10-14 day embryos. Thus it is 

apparent that, as gestation proceeds, more aneuploid mouse 

fetuses are lost, resulting in little or no survival of 

aneuploid fetuses to term.
e

Why humans seem to have a higher level of nondisjunc

tion than other mammals is not altogether clear. Hansmann 

and Probeck (1979) investigated the possibility that this 

might be influenced by the particular morphology of the 

human karyotype. They concluded that this is unlikely, in
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light of the fact that their study using the Syrian hamster, 

an animal having a karyotype more comparable to humans than 

the mouse has, showed a very low incidence of aneuploidy in 

secondary oocytes. These low levels are similar to those 

found in the mouse (see table 1). However, there is 

evidence in plants, yeast, and Drosophila, that meiosis is 

controlled by many genes, and gene mutations are thought to 

be the cause of meiotic irregularities, including nondis

junction (reviewed in Baker et al. 1976). According to 

Hansmann and Probeck (1979), studies primarily of mouse 

oogenesis, suggest that gene products may play a role in the 

regulation of chromosome segregation. Thus, they suggest 

that genetically determined nondisjunction should be found 

at different frequencies in different species and in differ

ent populations within a species. Among other suggestions, 

the authors state that genetically determined sensitivity to 

environmental agents may also be operating to cause this 

difference in aneuploidy levels between man and other 

mammals.

Univalence at MI and nondisjunction.

• As mentioned previously, nonconjunction during meiosis

I could potentially be a source of germ cell aneuploidy.

If homologous chromosomes fail to synapse early in meiosis, 

or if they pair and then become dissociated prematurely, 

i.e. before anaphase I, the resultant univalents could
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segregate randomly into daughter sells, and yield a propor

tion of aneuploid products. There is considerable debate, 

however, on whether or not univalents actually do undergo 

random segregation after metaphase I.

Speed (1977) has catagorized univalents into two 

classes: true univalents, which are those that are widely 

separated in the cell, and ambiguous univalents, which show 

loose attachment, attachment by sticky threads, or side to 

side alignment. This corresponds to Henderson and Edward’s 

classification of "tight" and "loose" (secondary) associa

tions (cited in Speed 1977). Ostergren and Vigfusson have 

observed that univalents apparently corresponding to Speed’s 

ambiguous type, behave normally at anaphase I (cited in 

Speed 1977). Speed (1977) concludes that ambiguous univa

lents should therefore be disregarded when discussing non

disjunction.

Relations between univalent formation and nondisjunc

tion during the first meiotic division have been investi

gated by several authors. Sugawara and Mikamo (1983) 

examined Chinese hamster oocytes for a possible correlation 

between these processes. They reported no correlation be

tween univalents found at MI and nondisjunction at anaphase 

I, on the basis that univalents occurred predominantly in 

the D group (96%), while nondisjunction took place with 

similar frequency throughout all chromosome groups. It is 

important to note, however, that these authors made this
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conclusion while admitting that almost all univalents found 

were of the ambiguous type.

A similar study was done on mouse meiosis in both sexes 

by folani and Jagiello (1976). These authors inferred from 

their data that the univalents used to compare with Mil 

hyperploidy were true univalents. They found no correspon

dence between the rate of univalence at MI, and Mil hyper

ploidy for aged females, but the correspondence for young 

females was good. Analysis of male Mils remained uncertain. 

The authors felt that the higher proportion of true univa

lents observed in the old females were artifactual, and that 

this artifactual nature may be due to an aging effect, caus

ing the MI chromosome synapses to be more susceptible to 

manipulation.

Imai et al. (1981) used male hybrids of Japanese wild 

mice and inbred laboratory mice to study the relation of 

precocious (premature) dissociation of the XY bivalent to 

nondisjunction and infertility. No correlation was found. 

These authors did not distinguish between true and ambiguous 

univalents, but their results infer that there was a high 

proportion of ambiguous univalents.

Pate of aneuploid germ cells.

As was shown earlier, autosomal monosomies in human 

spontaneous abortions are much rarer than autosomal tri

somies. The common assumption that most autosomal aneu-
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ploidy is the result of meiotic nondisjunction means that 

gametes deficient in a particular chromosome (i.e. nullo- 

somic gametes) should be produced in equal proportions with 

gametes carrying an extra copy of that chromosome (i.e. 

disomic gametes). The decreased frequency of monosomic 

embryos could be the result of selection against nullosomic 

gametes so that these gametes could not become involved in 

fertilization, or alternatively, zygotic selection against 

monosomic embryos could be operating whereby these embryos 

are less viable at the early stages of gestation. Because 

of its relevance to the fate of aneuploid germ cells, the 

data concerning gametic and zygotic selection needs to be 

reviewed.

Jacobs, based on her studies of families carrying 

translocations, suggested that genome imbalance might be 

selectively eliminated at the early zygotic stages as well 

as during gametogenesis (cited in Sonta et al. 1984). In 

contrast, Ford and Evans proposed that genome imbalance is 

not expressed in haplophase or early diplophase (cited in 

Oshimura and Takagi 1975). These two ideas seem to empha

size contrary mechanisms involving the destiny of aneuploid 

and other unbalanced products of meiosis.

Much data relating to the possibilities of gametic and 

zygotic selection comes from studies of translocation hetero 

zygotes. A number of authors have utilized hybrids of the 

tobacco mouse and the house mouse. The tobacco mouse karyo-
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type reveals seven pairs of metacentric chromosomes and five 

pairs of acrocentrics (Gropp et al. 1970). The house mouse, 

on the other hand, bears 40 chromosomes, all of which are 

acrocentric. Studies have shown that the complements of 

these two species are homologous, i.e. the tobacco mouse 

metacentrics are derived from Robertsonian translocations of 

the acrocentric chromosomes (Tettenborn and Gropp 1970, Zech 

et al. 1972). Gropp et al.(197O) noted that, although the

hybrid of these species is fully viable, it does have 

greatly reduced fertility. Metaphase II counts of spermato

cytes by Tettenborn and Gropp (1970) revealed a high rate of 

anaphase I nondisjunction among the trivalents formed be

tween the seven metacentric and 14 acrocentric chromosomes.

This led these authors to the notion that the reduced fer

tility of the hybrids may be the result of zygotic inviabil

ity due to meiotic nondisjunction. This hypothesis was con

firmed by Cattanach and Moseley (1973), who worked with male 

mice in which only one of the tobacco mouse metacentric 

chromosomes was carried heterozygously with the house mouse 

acrocentrics. Each of the seven metacentrics was obtained 

separately in the heterozygous state with the acrocentrics. 

These authors found that the frequency of Mil aneuploidy in 

the male corresponded with the amount of zygotic losses 

calculated among backcross progeny (heterozygous males x 

normal females). Thus they concluded that there was no -

evidence of gametic selection against the aneuploid sperma-
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tocytes, i.e. they survive to form functional sperm.

Other studies have also lent their support to the notion 

of a lack of selection against genetic imbalance during ga-< 

metic and early zygotic stages. Searle et al.(l971) analyzed 

progeny from intercrosses between mice in which both were 

heterozygous for the same reciprocal translocation. They 

demonstrated that viable balanced progeny are obtained by 

the fusion of unbalanced gametes with complementary duplica

tions and deficiencies of the translocated segments, and 

these progeny are produced in the proportions expected. 

Oshimura and Tagaki (1975) used mice heterozygous for the T6 

marker (a translocation product) to trace the fate of un

balanced gametes in both sexes. Their studies of metaphase 

II counts and karyotypes of early postimplantation embryos 

from backcrossing revealed that the frequency of nondisjunc

tion estimated from postimplantation embryos agreed with the 

frequency estimated from Mil scoring. Prom this, they con

cluded that there was no evidence for gametic or zygotic 

selection involving genome imbalance, at least by the late 

blastocyst stage.

later investigators were able to make more direct 

assessments of the selective elimination of genome imbalance, 

particularly at early zygotic stages, by studying preimplan

tation embryos. Epstein and Travis (1979), also using mouse 

systems known to result in a high degree of nondisjunction, 

found that monosomy and trisomy were present in equal
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frequencies early in gestation. Although some monosomies 

were viable until implantation, monosomy for the smallest 

autosome, chromosome 19, was selectively eliminated at the 

early to mid-blastocyst stage (before implantation). Sonta 

et al.(1984) were able to demonstrate early selection a- 

gainst Chinese hamster embryos with partial or complete 

monosomy for chromosome 2, resulting from the backcross of 

male T3 translocation heterozygotes with normal females. 

These embryos were arrested at the two-cell stage, and were 

evidently the result of aneuploid male gametes. The non

disjunction frequency estimated from the first-cleavage 

embryos was not significantly different from the expected 

rate from Mil counts. Therefore, the authors stated that 

genome imbalance contributed to minimal, if any, gametic 

and zygotic selection by the time of the first cleavage 

division.

Finally, human evidence against sperm selection comes 

from the data of Martin et al.(1983), who found 522% aneu

ploidy among human spermatozoa which were involved in the 

fertilization of golden hamster eggs. Since they found 

abnormalities in all chromosome groups, they reasoned that 

gametic selection based on chromosome constitution is un

likely.

In spite of the numerous evidence against gametic 

selection in the mouse, and the comparable results found 

in the Chinese hamster by Sonta et al.(1984) and in man by
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Martin et al.(1985), the idea of prezygotic selection in 

gametes remains as a reasonable possibility on the basis of

£ certain studies. Hamerton (1968) argued that prezygotic

selection or meiotic drive (the preferential recovery of 

one or more of the classes of gametes resulting from meiosis 

in a structural heterozygote) may account for his finding of 

a lower frequency of Down’s syndrome among children of male 

translocation Down's carriers (heterozygotes), as compared 

to those of female carriers. Miklos (1974) provides evi

dence in mice and men for his hypothesis that when X and Y 

chromosomes do not pair at meiosis, then nondisjunction can 

occur, and the uninteracted pairing sites on these chromo

somes can somehow cause meiotic arrest between metaphase I 

and II. He also suggests that this could be true for auto- 

somes. Speed and de Boer (1985) give support to this hypo

thesis; these authors studied meiosis in various transloca

tion heterozygotes and trisomic mice and reported a temporal 

delay between premeiotic S-phase and diplotene for some of 

the abnormal karyotypes. They described a correlation be

tween the length of meiotic delay and the extent of sperm 

count reduction, and suggested that these events appear to 

be the result of pairing failure at meiotic prophase and 

univalent association with the sex bivalent.

Alcohol and Aneuploidy

The work that gave impetus to the present study is that
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of Kaufman (1983), who was able to demonstrate ethanol- 

induced aneuploidy in mouse eggs at the first-cleavage meta-

• phase. Female mice were injected with human chorionic

gonadotropin (HOG) for superovulation and were subsequently 

mated. They were administered a dilute solution of ethanol 

by mouth 13.5 hrs after the HCG. This was expected to pro

duce maximum levels of ethanol in the oviducts near the time 

that the eggs were stimulated, by fertilization, to complete 

the second meiotic division. Metaphase II nondisjunction 

was estimated by cytogenetic analysis of first-cleavage 

mitoses; the results revealed up to 20% aneuploidy. The 

separation of the male and female pronuclear sets, and the 

use of male mice carrying the small T6 marker chromosome, 

allowed Kaufman (1983) to determine unequivocally that non

disjunction occurred only in the female-derived chromosome 

set.

These observations were later pursued in greater detail 

by Kaufman and Bain (1984) in their attempt to determine the 

effects of a single ethanol administration on the first, as 

well as on the second meiotic division. The protocol was 

basically the same, except that ethanol was administered at 

various times before or after HCG injection to enable ethan

ol exposure to both meiotic divisions. In this study, the 

authors were able to demonstrate from 15-25% aneuploidy in 

female-derived pronuclear sets. These authors felt justi

fied in extending these results to human reproduction, and
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they suggested that alcohol may contribute to a proportion 

of aneuploid spontaneous abortions.

Following the completion of the bulk of this present 

study, another very significant paper was called to my 

attention. This was the work of Alvarez (1985), who studied 

the effect of long-term ethanol exposure on mouse spermato

gonia and primary spermatocytes. Male mice received, by 

gastric tube, a daily dose of 3gm ethanol/kg body weight for 

between 6 and 28 days. Spermatogonia and primary spermato

cyte metaphases were analyzed. Alvarez and his colleagues 

claimed to observe aneuploid frequencies ranging from 13.4 

to 31.4% over control levels among metaphase I cells. The 

incidence of aneuploidy in controls seemed unusually high, 

with an average of 8.0-2.3% in spermatogonial metaphases and 

7.2-2.4% in primary spermatocytes.

These findings of a high level of induced aneuploidy at 

metaphase I as early as 6 days after the first alcohol dose 

was given, caused Alvarez (1985) to conclude that nondis

junction cannot be involved in the alcohol-induced aneuploidy 

of mouse spermatogonia and primary spermatocytes, because 

there is not sufficient time for a cell to pass from the last 

spermatogonial anaphase, through the first meiotic prophase, 

to MI. He suggested that the event leading to aneuploidy 

occurs sometime during S-phase or prophase. A much more 

likely interpretation is that artifact, similar to that

found in the present study, is being misinterpreted. The
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“background" control rate of aneuploidy is higher than that 

found by previous studies (table 1). The fact that the

• hypoploid MI cells observed by them were usually missing a

bivalent rather than just a single chromosome as would be 

expected from spermatogonial nondisjunction, is also consis 

tent with this view. Broken cells (artifact) would be more 

likely to miss a bivalent than a univalent. In contrast, 

Kaufman and Bain (1984) provided conclusive evidence that 

nondisjunction was the primal event of alcohol-induced 

aneuploidy in the mouse eggs they examined. They believe 

that alcohol impairs cell division by interfering with the 

spindle apparatus.



MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals.

Male Chinese mansters were obtained from Rocky Moun

tain Laboratories, Hamilton, Montana. At the time of 

experimentation, each male was at least two months, but 

not over six months of age (i.e. all were of reproductive 

age). The hamsters were maintained on a normal and suf

ficient diet with free access to food and water, at the 

animal care facilities of Carroll College, Helena, Montana.

Ethanol administration and gonadectomy.

The effects of short-term ethanol exposure on male 

meiosis were studied in five test animals. Weights of 

three of these five were measured and ranged from 25.8 to 

56.5gm. Animals were lightly anesthetized by placing them 

in a glass chamber containing ether until 50 seconds beyond 

collapse. Each animal was then given, at zero hrs, 1.5mls 

of 12.5% or 25% (v/v) ethanol in distilled water via a 1.5mm 

diameter plastic tube passed through the mouth and into the 

stomach. Two animals received a second equivalent dose of 

ethanol 5 hrs after the first intubation by the same pro

cedure.

Three animals were selected to serve as controls for

54
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the short-term ethanol study. The weights of two of these 

were 28.5 and 38.9gm. Following light anesthetization, one

£ control received 1.5mls distilled water, and one received

1.4mls 0.05mg/ml Colcemid in distilled water. The third 

control received neither anesthesia nor intubation. The 

former also received a second equivalent dose of distilled 

water 5 hrs after the first dose.

Gonadectomy was performed at various times ranging 

from 5.5 to 24 hrs after initial dose administration. For 

one test and one control, the animal was sacrificed prior 

to the surgery, and both testes were removed. For the re

maining animals, one testis (a) was removed, under anesthe

tization, at 5.5-12hrs. The spermatic cord was tied off, 

and the wound was repaired with 9mm autoclips. These 

animals were sacrificed sometime later, and the second 

testis (b) was immediately removed.

The individual procedures used in studying the effects 

of short-term ethanol exposure are detailed in table 1a.

Asecond set of experiments were designed to test the 

effects of long-term ethanol exposure. Two test animals 

received daily doses of 1.5mls of 12.5% ethanol for 12 and 

15 days, respectively, by gastric tube. A single control 

animal received 1,5mls distilled water daily for 12 days. 

Gonadectomy was performed on the day following the last

administration.
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Chromosome analysis of male meiosis.

Testes were transferred into a petri dish containing

• warm hypotonic solution (O.O75M KOI) immediately following 

gonadectomy. The seminiferous tubules were teased apart 

and cut in fine pieces. The resultant suspension was then 

transferred into a centrifuge tube, and after 20 min total 

exposure to the hypotonic solution, centrifuged gently for 

8 min. The supernatant was removed, and the cells were 

fixed in 3:1 methanol:acetic acid. After standing 5 min at 

room temperature, the cells were centrifuged again. The 

cells were fixed two more times by repeating this procedure. 

After the third fix, and following centrifugation, the super 

natant was removed, and the cell button was adjusted to the 

right concentration for spreading. Approximately 20 slides 

were spread from each testis preparation. The slides were 

allowed to air dry, and then were placed in a 60°C oven to 

bake overnight. The slides were stained in 10% giemsa for

2 min, rinsed with water, and dryed by passing them over a 

compressed air stream.

The stained slides were scored for meiotic metaphases

* by light microscopy. Spermatogonial metaphases, diakinesis/ 

Mis, and prometaphase Il/MIIs were cytogenetically analyzed 

for numerical chromosome abnormalities, and diakinesis/MI 

cells were examined for pairing disorders. Spermatogonia 

with less than 21 chromosomes, primary spermotocytes with 

less than 10 bivalents, and secondary spermatocytes with
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less than 10 chromosomes were excluded from the final cell 

count. Prometaphase Il/MLl cells were also scored for 

diploidy; cells containing 15-22 chromosomes were placed in 

this category. Unanalyzable Mil spreads with approximately 

diploid counts were also included in the diploid class.

The data was examined for statistical significance 

using chi-square analysis and Student’s t-test. The chi- 

square method was used to detect significant differences 

within the experimental group and within the control group 

for spermatogonial, primary spermatocyte, and secondary 

spermatocyte hyperploidy, and for univalence in primary 

spermatocytes. If no significant difference in the frequen

cy of one of these phenomena was found among the animals 

within the experimental group and within the control group, 

this would indicate that time was not a factor influencing 

the phenomenon, and the data of each group could therefore 

be taken together. The Student’s t-test was then used to 

compare the differences between the experimental and control 

groups as a whole for the class of abnormality being con

sidered.

Blood ethanol levels.

Blood samples from 10 Chinese hamsters were taken 

after ethanol administration. Pour females and two males 

were given a single dose of 1.5mls of 12.5% ethanol, and

four females were given 1.5mls of 25% ethanol by gastric
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tube under anesthetization. The animals were sacrificed 

0.5, 1.0, 5.0 or 5.0 hrs later, in order to get sufficient 

volumes of blood for analysis. Blood was collected and 

placed in tubes containing heparin. Blood ethanol levels 

were determined by gas chromatography at the State of 

Montana Division of Forensic Science Laboratory in Missoula 

Montana.



RESULTS

Intoxication and blood ethanol levels.

Recovery of the animals from the ether generally began 

during or immediately following intragastric intubation. 

Within a few minutes, recovery from the anesthesia was 

complete. The treated hamsters tended to exhibit an un

coordinated gait for several hours following ethanol admin

istration; in some cases the animals remained motionless 

and spread-eagled for a period of time. The animals were 

obviously intoxicated.

Blood ethanol levels taken from separate individuals 

are shown in table 2 and figure 6. Adjusted values to 

correct for weight differences are given also.

Cytogenetic effects of short-term ethanol.

Table 3 provides a summary of meiotic numerical and 

pairing anomalies in control and ethanol exposed Chinese 

hamsters. The details of the individual hyperploid cells 

and cells containing univalents at diakinesis/MI are shown 

in table 4. Examples of abnormalities found in controls 

and ethanol-exposed animals are photographed in figures 7 

and 8.

The quantity of spermatogonial inetaphases found in all

40



TABLE 2. Chinese hamster blood ethanol levels

% a 
Ethanol

Sex T • kTime
(hrs)

Weight Actual blood 
(gm) ethanol levels<

(mg/100ml)

, Adjusted blood_ 
ethanol levels'

(mg/100ml)

12.5 0.5 30.0 1 30 130

f 1 .0 25.3 190 186
3.0 20.0 220 147
5.0 25.0 60 52

M 0.5 39.5 70 92
1 .0 34.9 120 140

25.0 0.5 24.9 180 1 50

r 1 .0 26.9 410 369
3.0 33.5 160 179
5.0 34.9 290 244

3. Administration (intragastric) of 1.5 mis ethanol in dis
tilled water.
Time from dose administration to blood collection.

0 Values were determined by the State of Montana Division 
of forensic Science laboratory, Missoula, Montana using 
gas chromatography.

a Values used are corrected for weight differences between 
animals. Measurements are adjusted to the corresponding 
level that would be expected if each animal weighed 50gm.
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Big. 6 . Blood ethanol levels in the Chinese hamster as 
a function of' time following intragastric administration 
of 1.5 mis 12.5% or 25.0% (v/v) ethanol in distilled water. 
Values are adjusted for the levels expected in 50 gm ani-

• mals. NOTE: The coordinates within each data set represent
separate animals.
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TABLE 4. Karyotype of hyperploid cells at KI, k±± and
spermatogonial metaphase, and univalence at KIa

Animal . bSpermatogonia

Karyotype of hyper
ploid cells

MI Mil

Karyotype of
hyperploid
cells

Univalence Karyotype of
hyperploid
cellsKaryotype Type

“CHAJT 24,XY,+B,+D
27,XY,+l,+2,+2B,+D
23,XY,+D
30,XY,+l,+2,+3D,+C,+2D
36,XY,+?
22,XY,-C,+D

MI,12,XY,?+C MII,12,+D

CHATIIa 28,XY,+4C,+2A
24,XY,+B,+C
37,XY,+?

MI,12,XY,+B MI,12,XY,1(C),1(0° 
MI,12,XY,1(D),I(D) 
MI,12,XY,1(D),I(D) 
MI,12,XY,1(C),I(C)

true
true
true
true

MII,12,+D
MII,12,+D

CHATIIb not scored — — — Mil,12,40 
MII,12,+D

CHATIIIa 39,XY,+3A,+6B,+4C,+4D
37,XY,+3A,+5B,+3C,+3D
25,XY,+1,-B,4C,+2D
24,XY,+C,+D

MI,12,XY,+I(C) MI,12,XY,1(8),1(8) true MII,12,+B
MII,12,+C

CHATIIIb ?34,XY,+? —
39,XY,+l,+2,+4B,+6C,+5D

MI,12,XY,1(C) ,1(0 
MI,12,XY,I(D) ,I(D)

true
true

—

CHATIVa not scored — — — —
CHATTVb not scored — MI,12,XY,I(D) ,I(D) 

MI,12,XY,I(D) ,I(D)
true
true

—

CHATVa not scored MI,12,XY,1(D),1(D) 
MI,12,XY,1(D),I(D) 
MI,12,XY,1(8),1(8)

true
true
true

CHATVb not scored — MI,12,XY,1(D),I(D) true —

CHII — — MI,12,XY,1(D) ,I(D) ambiguous —
OUIIa 34,XY,+4B,+3C,+5D — MI,12,XY,1(D) ,I(D) 

MI,12,XY,I(D) , 1(D)
true
ambiguous

Mil,12,+8

CHIIIb — MI,12,XY,I(?C/D) , 
I(?C/D)

true —
_CHCTIb not scored not scored —

Convention used is similar to that suggested by the 
Paris Conference (1971) for human chromosomes, but it 
is modified for the Chinese hamster karyotype. See 
fig. 1 for nomenclature.
The karyotypes of the abnormal spermatogonia indicate 
that many of these probably did not originate as a re
sult of nondisjunction; a more likely mechanism for those 
hyperploid cells with multiple trisomies is the mechani
cal loss of chromosomes from tetraploid cells or from 
two adjacent spermatogonia.
The figures in parentheses indicate the number or group 
of the chromosome pair which is represented as univalents.
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Pig. 7. Abnormal meiotic metaphases found in control 
Chinese hamsters. A. aneuploid spermatogonium with four 
extra B chromosomes, three extra C's, five extra D’s, and 
two chromosome fragments (translocation products); B. MI 
with ambiguous univalents of chromosome 8; C. aneuploid 
MI with an extra A bivalent (note: not a control); D. MI 
with a translocation fragment bivalent; E. aneuploid Mil 
with two extra C's, two extra D’s, and one translocation 
fragment; F. aneuploid Mil with an extra chromosome 8. 
Note: Photographs A,B, and E are taken from the same 
control animal. This animal was homozygous for a balanced 
translocation.
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Fig. 8. Abnormal meiotic metaphases found in ethanol- 
exposed Chinese hamsters. A. aneuploid spermatogonium 
with an extra chromosome 1,2,D, and two extra B’s;
B. aneuploid spermatogonium; C. MI with true univalent 
D's; D. MI with true univalent C's; E. MI with true 
univalent D’s and ambiguous univalent C’s; F. Diploid 
Mil — note that all chromosomes are at the same level 
of contraction.
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preparations was relatively low. The frequency of hyper-- ' 

ploidy ranged from nearly 7% up to 15% in the experimentals, 

and from 0% to 4.8% in controls. The differences in hyper

ploidy among experimentals and among controls are not signi
ficant (experimentals: X2= 1 .452, d.f.= 3, 0.50<p<0.75; 

controls: X2= 1.618, d.f.= 2, 0.25<p<0.50). The differ

ence in spermatogonial hyperploidy in the ethanol-exposed 

group taken as whole is significantly greater than that 

found in the control group (t = 3.431, d.f.= 5, p<0.05). 

These statistical calculations are shown in table 5.

The frequency of diakinesis/MI hyperploidy was low in 

all animals tested (see table 6 and figure 9). Among test 

animals, the incidence of aneuploidy, as estimated by dou

bling the hyperploid frequency, ranged from 0% to 2.6%. No

hyperploid cells were found in the controls. The differences 
o

among ethanol-exposed testes is not significant (X = 5.984, 

d.f.= 8, 0.50<p<0.75). Also, there is no significant 

difference between MI aneuploidy in controls and ethanol- 

exposed animals (t = 1.891, d.f.= 10, 0.50<p<0.10; see 

table 7).

The frequency of diakinesis/MI cells containing uni

valents varied from 0% to 3.2% among ethanol-exposed animals, 

and from 0% to 0.9% in the control group. The differences 

within both the experimental and the control groups are not 

significant (X2= 8.721, d.f.= 8, 0.25 <p <0.50; X2= 0.757,

d.f.= 2, 0.50<p<0.75, respectively). Univalent formation



TABLE 5. Chi-square analysis and Student’s t-test for 
spermatogonial hyperploidy in ethanol-exposed 
and control Chinese hamsters

Experimentals:

Animal-timea 
(hrs)

Total
no.

cells
analyzed

Hyperploids (o-e) /e

observed
(o)

expected
(e)

CHATIIIa-5.0 41 4 4.141 0.005
CHATI-10.0 40 6 4.040 0.951
CHATIIIb-1 0.0 30 2 3.030 0.350
CHATIla-12.0 37 3 3.737 0.146

\2= £ (°~e)2=
d.f.(degrees of freedom)= 3 

0.50 <p< 0.75

1 .452

Difference among experimentals is not significant
Controls:

Animal-timea
(hrs)

Total
no.

cells
analyzed

Hyperploids (o-e)2/e

observed
(o)

expected
(e)

CHIIIa-5.0 21 1 0.382 0.999
CHIIIb-10.0 15 0 0.273 0.273
CHII 19 0 0.346 0.346

2
\2=^ (o~e) = 1.618 d.f.= 2 0.25<p<0c50

Difference among controls is not significant

Controls: x = 1.6% S.E. = 1.6%

t=

Experimentals: x_j.(mean) = 9.9% S.E. ^.(standard error)= 1 .8%
S.E. = 1.6% c

= 3.431 d.f.= 5 p<0.05xt*xc

7:;.- 2 — "E. t + S.E.
Difference in frequency of spermatogonial hyperploidy 
between experimentals and controls is significant 

a Time of gonadectomy after initial dose administration
/i p
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TABLE 6. Distribution of chromosome counts of spermatocyte 
metaphase I figures in ethanol-exposed and 
control Chinese hamsters

Total no. 
MI cells 
analyzed

No. of chromosomes

10 11 12

Experimental 971 102 865 3
group

Control 467 39 428
group

hypo- haploid hyper- 
haploid haploid

Number of chromosomes

fig. 9. frequency histogram showing the distribution of 
euploid and aneuploid metaphase I spermatocytes in the 
Chinese hamster.
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TABLE 7. Chi-square analysis and Student’s t-test for 
MI hyperploidy in ethanol-exposed and control 
Chinese hamsters

Experimentals:

Animal-timea
(hrs)

Total
no.

cells
analyzed

Hyperploids (o-e)2/e

observed
(o)

expected
(e)

CHATVa-3.5 100 0 0.309 0.309
CHATIVa-5.0 100 0 0.309 0.309
CHATIIIa-5.0 137 1 0.423 0.787
CHATVh-7.5 100 0 0.309 0.309
CHAT I-10.0 80 1 0.247 2.296
CHATIIIb-10.0 1 28 0 0.396 0.396
CHATIVb-10.0 100 0 0.309 0.309
CHATIla-12.0 126 1 0.389 0.960
CHATIIb-24.0 100 0 0.309 0.309

2
X2= = 5.984 d.f.= 8 0.50<p<0.75

Difference among experimentals is not significant

Controls:

Animal-timea
(hrs)

Total
no.

cells
analyzed

Hyperploids (o-e)2/e

observed
(o)

expected
(e)

CHIIIa-5.0 21 5 0 0 0
CHIIIb-10.0 200 0 0 0
CHII 52 0 0 0

X2= 0 p<0.99

There is no difference among controls

a Time of gonadectomy after initial dose administration

to



TABLE 7. (continued)

Bxperirnentals: xt=O.311% S
Controls: x = 0% 3.3. = OBc c

X , -X t c

3. ^.=0.1 64%

t 1 .891 d.f.= 10 0.50<p<0.10

Difference in frequency of MI hyperploidy between experi 
mentals and controls is not significant
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is not significantly increased in the ethanol-treated speci

mens over the controls (t = 1.547, d.f.= 10, 0.10 < p < 0.20;

• see table 8).

Mil aneuploidy (= twice the hyperploid frequency) 

ranged from 0% to 3.2% in test animals and from 0% to 1.0% 

in controls (see table 9 and figure 10). There are no 

significant differences in hyperploidy among experimentals 
(X2= 10.937, d.f.= 8, 0.20 < p<^ 0.25) or among controls 

(X2= 1 .665, d.f.= 3, 0.50 <p<0.75), nor between the two 

groups (t = 1.543, d.f.= 11, 0.10 <p< 0.20; see table 10). 

The relation of observed Mil myperploidy to that expected 

from random segregation of univalents at MI was also ana

lyzed statistically for both groups (see table 11); the 

ethanol-exposed animals deviated significantly from expected 
values (X2= 15.766, d.f.= 8, p<0.05), while the controls 

did not (X2= 5.537, d.f.= 2, 0.05 <p<0.10).

Diploidy at prometaphase Il/MII showed much variation 

in frequency. Levels in ethanol-exposed animals extended 

from 1.6% up to 14.2%, while controls showed frequencies 

of 2.0-4.7%. The nature of this phenomenon will be dis

cussed later.
I

Cytogenetic analysis of long-term ethanol.

No-hyperploidy was observed in the 100 MI and 100 Mil 

spreads scored from each of the two test animals. Spermato

gonial metaphases were not scored because of an insufficient



TABLE 8. Chi-square analysis and Student's t-test for 
MI univalence in ethanol-exposed and control 
Chinese hamsters

Experimentals:
a

Animal-time
(hrs)

Total
no.

cells
analyzed

Univalence (o-e)?/e

observed
(o)

expected
(e)

CHATla-5.5 100 5 1 .440 1 .690
CHATIVa-5.0 100 0 1 .440 1 .440
CHATIIIa-5.0 157 2 1.975 0.000
CHATVb-7.5 100 1 1 .440 0.154
CHATI-10.0 80 0 1 .152 1.152
CHATIIIb-10.0 1 28 2 1 .345 0.015
CHATIVb-10.0 100 2 1 .440 0.218
CHATIla-12.0 1 26 4 1 .814 2.654
CHATIIb-24.0 100 0 1 .440 1 .440

X2= t AzDL 8.721 d.f. •
oG
OII 25 <P< 0.50

Difference among experimentals is not significant 

Controls:
a

Animal-time
(hrs)

Total
no.

cells
analyzed

Univalence (o-e) /e

observed
(o)

expected
(e)

CHIIIa-5.0 21 5 2 1 .845 0.015
CHIIIb-10.0 200 1 1 .714 0.297
CHII 52 0 0.446 0.446

0.757 d. f.= 2 0. 50<p<0.75

Difference among controls is not significant

a Time of gonadectomy after initial dose administration



TaBLE 8. (continued.)

Experimentals: x^ = 
Controls: xc= 0.47%

1 .26% S.E.^.= 0.44% 
0.26/8o •

t 7
c

1 .547 d.f.= 10 0.10<p<0.20



TABLE 9. Distribution of chromosome counts in spermatocyte 
metaphase II figures in ethanol-exposed and 
control Chinese hamsters

Total no. 
Mil cells 
analyzed 10 11

Number

12 13

of

14

chromosomes

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Experimental 1452 1 24 1 224 7 - — 1 1 1 5 4 1 6 76
group

Control 567 38 511 1 - - 1 - - - 1 1 14
group

haploid haploid

Fig. 10. Frequency histogram showing the distribution of 
euploid and aneuploid metaphase II spermatocytes in the 
Chinese hamster. NOTE: Because it is improbable that the 
cells with 15-21 chromosomes could have originated from 
nondisjunction, these cells were scored as "diploid".
Most of the diploid cells probably represent the artifact
ual confluence of two adjacent secondary spermatocytes, as 
is the case in the mouse (Beatty et al. 1975). It should 
be mentioned that, since these "diploid" cells were scored 
as single .cells rather than as two cells, a bias may be 
introduced into the data, and the hyperploid frequencies 
may thus be somewhat inflated.

Number of chromosomes
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Experimentals:

TABLE 10. Chi-square analysis and Student's t-test for
Mil hyperploidy in ethanol-exposed and control 
Chinese hamsters

3.Animal-time
(hrs)

Total 
no. 

cells
analyzed

Hyperploids (po-e)2/e

observed
(o)

expected
(e)

CHATVa-3.5 150 0 0.723 0.723
CHATIVa-5.0 1 50 0 0.723 0.723
CBA.TIIIa-5.0 215 • 2 1 .036 0.897
CHATVb-7.5 1 50 0 0.723 0.723
CHATI-10.0 1 50 1 0.723 0.106
CHATIIIb-10.0 225 0 1 .085 1 .085
CHATIVb-10.0 1 50 0 0.723 0.723
CHATIla-12.0 137 2 0.660 2.721
CHATIIb-24.0 1 25 2 0.603 3.236

? / (o-e) _-io
x = < e

.937 d. f.= 8 0. 20<p<0.25

Difference among experimentals is not significant.

Controls:

Animal-timea
(hrs)

Total
no.

cells
analyzed

Hyperploids (o-e)2/e

observed
(o)

expected
(e)

CHIIIa-5.0 213 1 0.375 1 .042
CHCTIb-5.0 100 0 0.176 0.176
CHIIIb-10.0 200 0 0.352 0.352
CHII 54 0 0.095 0.095

^2= ^£o^ej = 1 <665 d#fa= 5 0.50<p<0.75

Difference among controls is not significant.

Time of gonadectomy after initial dose administration
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TABLE 10. (continued)

—2Sxperimentals: x, = 0.522% S.E.^= 0.225%
Controls: x^ = 0.125% S.E. = 0.125%

xt“xc
t = , ? ■■ ■ o =1 .542 d.f.= 11 0.10<p<0.20

VS.E.^ + s«E»c

Difference in frequency of Mil hyperploidy between experi 
mentals and controls is not significant
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TABLE 11. Chi-square analysis relating observed Mil hyper
ploidy to that expected from random segregation 
of univalents found at MI

Experimentals:

cells with Hyperploid cells /Total's
univalents - 1 .44% at Mil expected / Mill \
at MI from random =1 cells j(0.014)(i)

segregation of l ana- /
MI univalents \ lyzed/

Mil HYPERPLOIDY

Total cells analyzed 
per animal observed^nerploidy

,o) expected(e)
(o-e)2/e

1 50 0 0.525 0.525
150 0 0.525 0.525
21 5 2 0.753 2.065
150 o. 0.525 0.525
1 50 1 0.525 0.430
225 0 0.788 0.788
1 50 0 0.525 0.525
137 2 0.430 4.813
125 2 0.438 5.570

2
= 15.766 d.f.= 8 p <0.05

Difference between observed Mil hyperploidy and Mil hyper
ploidy expected from random segregation of univalents at 
MI is significant for the experimental group.

Controls;

cells with 
univalents 
at MI

Hyperploid cells /fotal\
0.86% at Mil expected / Mil \

from random = cells 1(0.014)(i)
segregation of I ana- I 
MI univalents \lyzed/
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TABLE 11 (continued)

Controls:

mil HiT'ERTLQIDY
Total cells analyzed 

per animal ODservecg
ierploids
o) expected(e)

(o-e)z/e

213 1 0.479 0.567
200 0 0.450 0.450

54 0 0.1 22 0.1 22

X= = 1.1 59 d.f.= 2 0.20<p<0.50

Difference between observed Mil hyperploidy and Till hyper 
ploidy expected from random segregation of univalents at 
iii is not significant for the control group.
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quantity of cells in the preparations



DISCUSSION

Effects of short-term ethanol exposure

Blood ethanol levals and timing.

Of primary importance in relating the present data to 

that of Kaufman (1983) and Kaufman and Bain (1984) is the 

level of intoxication of the animals and the timing of ex

perimental procedures. Kaufman (1983) and Kaufman and Bain 

(1984) were able to induce up to 20% and up to 25% aneuploidy 

in maternally derived murine zygotes, respectively. Blood 

ethanol levels of 150-200mg/l00ml in the former and 260- 

280mg/100ml in the latter were expected to be present in the 

oviducts at the time of the meiotic anaphase where nondis

junction was induced. The blood ethanol levels in the male 

hamsters of the present study were estimated using a separate 

group of animals. This was necessary because the animals 

had to be sacrificed to obtain sufficient blood for the 

assay. Assuming that individual differences in ethanol 

metabolism in Chinese hamsters are slight, ethanol was pre

sent in the blood at levels similar to those measured by 

Kaufman (1983) and Kaufman and Bain (1984) in female mice, 

during the time extending from around 45 min to at least 3 

hrs after administration. The peak level is probably
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reached somewhere between 1 hr and 3 hrs (see figure 6).

The experimental technique used in this study was

dependent on the timing of meiosis in the male Chinese 

hamster. Since no direct data on meiotic intervals was 

found in the literature, these intervals had to be estimated 

(see table 12). In comparing somatic cell lines in the 

mouse and Chinese hamster, the cell cycle times appear to be 

similar, but perhaps slightly shorter for the Chinese ham- ■ 

ster. If this is a general trend between the two species, 

then the interval from MI to Mil in the Chinese hamster is

presumed to be close to that found in the mouse. Thus, a 

reasonable estimate for the period from MI to Mil in the 

Chinese hamster is about 5 hrs. Prophase I in the Chinese 

hamster probably takes on the order of 10-11 days to com

plete. Thus, at least this time is required for cells to 

pass from spermatogonial metaphase to meiotic MI. The 

duration from one spermatogonial metaphase to the next could 

not be estimated because no information could be found in

the literature relating to this interval. Therefore, the 

timing between ethanol administration and gonadectomy in 

this first experiment (3.5-24 hrs) was such that, any effect 

of alcohol-induced nondisjunction at anaphase I (ascertained 

by Mil aneuploidy) or homolog pairing errors during late 

prophase I (ascertained by MI univalence) should have been 

detected had they been induced. Whether abnormalities in

duced during spermatogonial divisions could be detected with



TABLE 12. Meiotic intervals and cell cycle times

Cell Type-Animal Authors Time (hrs)

Somatic cells-Chinese 
hamster

779-line Tokita et al.(1983) 1 2
CHW-line:t(X;5), 

t(5;7)
Gee et al.(1974) 1 2

CHW-1102: t(X; 5) , 
t(5;7),def(5q).

I! I! 1 2

CHW-line variant Cox et al.(1976) 14.4
CHW-aneuploid lines:

def(5q) It tt 14.7
def(9) Jl it 15.412.5
def(8) 11 tt 1 7.110.4
def (10) it tt 19.715.6

Somatic cells-mouse
fibroblasts Karatza et al .(1984) 15.5
Blastomeres MacQueen and Johnson(1983) 1 2-1 4

Both meiotic divisions
-mouse

+/+ Speed and de Boer(1983) 5.4
T70H/+ It tt 4.0
T70H aneupl It If 5.8-7.0

Premeiotic 3 phase to ll It 10d,16.4h
late diplotene-mouse 10d,21 ,2h
Last spermatogonial M — unknown
to MI-mouse
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this time interval is uncertain.

Hypoploidy.

Hypoploidy was a common phenomenon in all cell types 

studied. There is good evidence, however, that most of the 

observed hypoploidy was not a product of nondisjunction, but 

was produced as an artifact of preparation resulting from 

the mechanical loss of chromosomes. Supporting this inter

pretation is the great excess in the frequency of hypoploid 

cells over hyperploid cells found in both primary and sec

ondary spermatocytes, whereas nondisjunction would generate 

them in equal frequencies. Many stray chromosomes were 

observed without association to any nearby cells during 

scoring, and broken cells were observed in which one or more 

chromosomes were widely separated from the rest.

Because artifactual and actual hypoploidy could not be 

distinguished, this frequency was omitted in the evaluation 

of aneuploidy rates. The estimate of aneuploidy and non

disjunction used in the present study was calculated by 

doubling the hyperploid frequency. A similar approach has 

been used in other studies of Chinese hamster meiosis (Sonta 

et al.1984).

Probable artifactual nature of spermatogonial hyper
ploidy and Mil diploidy.

Evidence from the first part of the present study 

concerning ethanol-induced aneuploidy in Chinese hamster
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spermatogonia is difficult to interpret. One difficulty 

was that spermatogonial metaphases were only found in low 

numbers in comparison to the meiotic stages. Nevertheless?' 

statistical analysis shows a significant increase in hyper

ploidy in spermatogonia of the experimental group over the 

controls. A second difficulty concerns-the lack of informa

tion in the literature on the time interval between sperma

togonial metaphases; it is not known whether it is possible 

to detect spermatogonial nondisjunction within the time 

periods studied. However, apparently aneuploid spermato

gonia were found in 5-10 hr experimental animals, and it is 

very unlikely that these could have been induced by ethanol, 

given a diploid cell cycle time (in culture) of approximate

ly 1 2 hrs (table 12). A clue to the mechanism for the pro

duction of apparently aneuploid spermatogonial metaphases 

was seen in most preparations. This was that several sper

matogonia were seen from time to time in clumps with poorly 

defined cell membranes. It is proposed that the mechanical 

breaking-up of these clumps during spreading produced the 

(artifactually) aneuploid spreads. Thus, induction of non

disjunction in spermatogonia by short-term ethanol exposure 

is improbable.

The phenomenon of Mil diploidy is not so difficult to 

explain. During the initial stages of the study, the occur

rence of apparently intact cells with a diploid chromosome

complement was difficult to interpret, especially since the
CORETTE LIBRARY 
CARROLL COLLEGE
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chromosomes in the cell all had about the same level of

contraction. However, just as frequently, two adjacent 

Mil cells were observed in close opposition. This arrange

ment is probably due to the architecture of maturation in 

the seminiferous tubules. It is easy to see how these 

pairs of cells, during spreading, could merge into one 

another. Also, it would be expected that cells that mature 

together would have the same level of contraction of chromo

somes. Diploid secondary spermatocytes, if they were 

authentic, would be expected to result in the production 

of triploid zygotes upon fusion of the derived sperm with 

a normal ovum, but, most, if not all, of the diploid Mils 

can probably be explained as the confluence of two adjacent 

spermatocytes.

This phenomenon of apparent Mil polyploidy was also 

observed by Beatty (1975) in mouse spermatogenesis; however, 

analysis of 560 sperm heads failed to reveal any sperm 

having the dimensions expected for diploid cells. He there

fore concluded that nearly all the polyploids observed were 

caused in preparation, probably as a result of the hypotonic 

treatment fusing the cells together by the breakdown of the 

adjoining intercellular bridges. He also noted the expect

ation that chromosomes in these artifactual diploid spreads 

would he at same stage of contraction.

A note of explanation concerning the Colcemid-injected

control animal is in order. Colcemid has been previously
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shown to induce polyploidy in mammalian cells in vitro 

(Herreros et al.1966). Cox and Puck (1969) induced both 

polyploidy and aneuploidy in Chinese hamster cells in vitro. 

Prior to the recognition of the artifactural nature of 

diploidy in the present experiment, it was determined that 

in vivo Colcemid exposure of one animal might provide a 

good control to test the validity of ethanol-induced poly

ploidy at Mil. No polyploidy was apparently induced. It 

was concluded that there was too low a dosage of Colcemid 

to arrest spindle formation. This was confirmed by the 

work of Sugawara and Mikamo (1980), who found that 3ug/g 

of colchicine (injected interperitoneally) did not com

pletely arrest spindle formation in female Chinese hamsters 

in vivo. Thus the 1.79ug/g administered intragastrically 

in the present experiment would be expected to have little 

or no effect on the spindle. This animal, then, was included 

in the regular control group.

Univalence at MI.

There was no intention, in this part of the study, to 

investigate alcohol-induced aneuploidy in primary spermato

cytes. The timing of this first experiment (monitoring 

3.5-24 hrs post dose) was not sufficient to allow induced 

abnormalities in spermatogonial divisions or in premeiotic 

replication to reach diakinesis/MI by the time of prepara

tion. Rather, the analysis of MI aneuploidy was simply used
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as background for the study by providing an internal control.

Univalence at MI was studied to determine if alcohol

might induce aneuploidy by interfering with chromosome 

pairing during prophase I, producing univalents that could 

segregate randomly from the metaphase plate and thereby 

result in a proportion of aneuploid products. Between 

0.5-1.3% of MI cells with univalents were found (table 13). 

These low levels of univalence were apparently the result of 

spontaneous pairing errors. In Chinese hamsters not exposed 

to ethanol, Sugawara and Mikamo (1983) described up to 2% of 

Mis with univalents. The results indicate that alcohol does 

not induce univalent formation in primary spermatocytes of 

the Chinese hamster.

The finding that all of the univalents observed among 

the present experimental animals were true univalents (as 

defined by Speed 1977), raises the question of whether 

these univalents would segregate randomly at anaphase I. 

Random segregation would generate aneuploidy 50% of the 

time. The data of Sugawara and Mikamo (1983) suggests that 

univalents of the ambiguous type do not necessarily undergo 

random segregation at MI. This univalent type was observed 

by Ostergren and Vigfusson (cited by Speed 1977) to behave 

normally at anaphase I. Nevertheless, in comparing the 

frequency of MI univalence and Mil hyperploidy within the 

experimental group of the present study, a significant 

difference from the value of Mil hyperploidy expected from



TABLE 13. Incidence of spontaneous univalence in primary
spermatocytes among laboratory rodents in relation 
to the present study

Study Species K 0.
LI

cells
analyzed

LI
cells
with

univalents
(%)

Imai et al.(1981) Japanese wild mice 
-males

— 1.2+1.4%

Lab mouse strains
-males:

B1O.S 
B1O.BR 
3AL3/c

—

2.611.6% 
1 .2±1 .0%

10.6+2.9%
Polani and

Jagiello (1976)
Lab mouse strains

GELP-young males 
CS1 - " "

GELP-young females 
C31 - " "

290
821
253
174

6.9%
1 9.7%
0.8%
1.1%

Sugawara and
Mikamo (1983)

Chinese hamster
-young females

200 2.0%

Present study Chinese hamster
-young males:
test animals 
3.5-24.0 hrs 
after EtOfi

971 1.3±1.3%

controls 467 0.5±0.5%
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random segregation of MI univalents was observed (table 11); 

thus, it appears that even true univalents are somehow able 

to segregate normally. However, since no significant dif

ference between the observed and expected rates of Mil 

hyperploidy was found in the controls (table 11), a correla

tion of Mil hyperploidy and random segregation of MI univa

lents is possible in the controls, where half of the univa

lents observed were of the ambiguous type! Further studies 

are needed to resolve this phenomenon.

Mil hyperploidy.

The present study revealed that no anaphase I nondis

junction, as ascertained by Mil counts, was attributable to 

induction by ethanol in the Chinese hamster. The levels of 

aneuploidy in ethanol-exposed animals correlated well with 

control levels found in this study as well as with previous 

studies of laboratory rodents (table 1). This finding con

trasts with the data of Kaufman (1983) and Kaufman and Bain 

(1984) who demonstrated a high level of nondisjunction in

duced by ethanol exposure in female mice. The Chinese ham

sters used in the present experiment had similar levels of 

serum ethanol, were given similar doses, and were of similar 

weight to the mice used by Kaufman and colleagues. It is 

concluded that ethanol does not induce anaphase I nondis

junction in the male Chinese hamster.
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Effects of long-term ethanol exposure

The primary purpose of studying the effects of long- 

• term ethanol exposure in the Chinese hamster was to test

the results of Alvarez (1985) in the male mouse. The 

timing involved in this second study would allow for the 

investigation of alcohol-induced aneuploidy in spermato

gonia and primary spermatocytes (if the event leading to 

aneuploidy in primary spermatocytes occurred sometime during 

premeiotic S-phase or prophase I). The high levels of aneu

ploidy found by Alvarez (1985) for the mouse were not con

firmed by the present study for the Chinese hamster, i.e. 

alcohol-induced aneuploidy was not found in spermatogonia 

or primary spermatocytes of male Chinese hamsters subjected 

to long-term ethanol exposure. Nor was there any evidence 

of pairing errors induced by alcohol during prophase I, as 

demonstrated by the lack of univalents found at MI. If the 

observations of Alvarez are correct, then a fundamental dif

ference in the susceptibility of meiosis to ethanol exists 

between the male mouse and male Chinese hamster.

Applicability to human reproduction

In view of the general evidence concerning the fate of 

aneuploid gametes (discussed in literature review, pp.25-50), 

the balance seems to weigh more heavily against the notion 

of meiotic and gametic selection. Thus, it seems likely 

that aneuploid products of meiotic nondisjunction do survive
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to become functional gametes. This would probably be true 

for aneuploid cells induced by ethanol exposure also.

The data relating alcohol and spontaneous abortion could 

he explained 'by alcohol-induced aneuploidy. An aneuploid 

gamete fusing with a normal gamete from the opposite sex at 

fertilization would produce an aneuploid conceptus, which, 

for most chromosome pairs, would eventually be spontaneously 

aborted. This could be the case with the male mice studied 

by Anderson et al.(1978), who reported the same conception 

rates but reduced litter sizes over controls for male mice 

receiving chronic ethanol exposure. The apparent reduction 

in fertility of chronic alcoholic men could also be explain

ed in terms of alcohol-induced aneuploidy in sperm, with the 

spontaneous miscarriage in the female of the aneuploid fetus 

resulting from fertilization.

Whether alcohol is trisomigenic (i.e. has the capabil

ity to induce aneuploidy) in man is a question that remains 

unanswered. The results of the present study suggest that 

the observations of Kaufman (1983), Kaufman and Bain (1984), 

and Alvarez (1985) may not be applicable to human reproduc

tion, at least as an explanation of aneuploidy of male . . 

origin. The applicability of the Kaufman findings to human 

females is at present unknown. If further investigations 

demonstrated the induction effect in Chinese hamster females, 

as is possible, then:

1. A sex difference in the effect of ethanol on
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mammalian female meiosis is probable.

2. The relevance of the findings to human females is 

likely.

At present, however, care should be taken in applying to 

humans the results of any study of laboratory animals 

dealing with the induciton of aneuploidy by a particular 

agent.
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